BTL exilis ultra™:
Product Fact Sheet
BTL Exilis ULTRA™ is an exceptionally safe and effective aesthetic device that
delivers highly controlled, volumetric heating to tissue for measurable cosmetic
results. Scientifically proven and clinically tested, BTL Exilis ULTRA™ is the
first noninvasive system to simultaneously transmit both radio frequency (RF™)
and ultrasound energy. By combining energies, the therapeutic treatment
temperature is reached faster than treating with either modality alone. Patients
enjoy ultra-safe, ultra-comfort and ultra-consistent results.

The Benefits of BTL Exilis ULTRA™
By delivering a continuous emission of radio frequency and ultrasound waves
concurrently, the mechanical effect is more aggressive than RF™ alone.
The continuous ultrasound produces an increase in temperature that favorably
influences cell membrane permeability. The boosted ability to allow energy to freely
flow across the cell membrane eases the release of growth factors and platelets
that stimulate fibroblast production. This, in turn, facilitates cell nutrition and tissue
regeneration, leading to improved skin laxity and texture.
Heat from the combined energies also accelerates inflammation. When this
occurs, blood flow must be increased to expedite the removal of cellular debris
and to increase the delivery of nutrients needed for healing of tissue. With body
shaping procedures, the increased blood supply accelerates waste elimination
for enhanced clinical results of body slimming.
Powerful BTL Exilis ULTRA™ redefines appearances by reducing wrinkles, treating
laxity and reshaping the body – from head to toe – with ultra efficacy and patient
satisfaction.

Ultra Engineering and Ultra Performance
Intelligently engineered, BTL Exilis ULTRA™ provides customized delivery
of powerful thermal energy and advanced cooling while monitoring skin
temperature in real time. In this way, the dual energy beneficially affects only
the targeted tissue at the exact depth of penetration proven to achieve the
desired cosmetic outcome. With its exclusive Energy Flow Control (EFC) System
and the “brakes” of a powerful racecar, BTL Exilis ULTRA™ precisely and uniformly
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reaches therapeutic temperatures in the shortest amount of time. This ensures
a safe, efficient and positive patient experience that addresses multiple face
and body concerns.
Thanks to its continuous and concurrent energy transmission and sophisticated
design, the device produces a predictable response, notably collagen remodeling
that serves to strengthen the collagen network to improve skin laxity and texture.
Results can often be seen and felt after the first treatment, and they continue
to improve with each additional session. A typical treatment regimen consists of two
to six sessions, spaced about one to two weeks apart.
Currently, BTL Exilis ULTRA™ is cleared by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for use in dermatologic and aesthetic procedures with indications for
non-invasive treatment of wrinkles and rhytides and the reduction in the appearance
of cellulite.

What Sets BTL Exilis ULTRA™ Apart
• Unique Fusion of Energy: BTL Exilis ULTRA™ is the first and only aesthetic
device to simultaneously transmit a combination focused RF™ and continuous
ultrasound concurrently.
• Addressing a Need: BTL Exilis ULTRA™ combines RF™ and Ultrasound
technology in one platform to redefine the face and body, helping countless
patients with multiple concerns. According to 2014 statistics compiled by the
American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, nonsurgical fat reduction
increased in volume by 42% on a year-over-year basis.
• Precision: BTL Exilis ULTRA™ is designed with maximum control that
allows RF™ energy to be applied to the targeted skin layer for optimal depth
and duration of penetration. This innovative harnessing of energy relies on the
ideal combination of heating and cooling to achieve the best effect while keeping
the patient comfortable and pain-free.
• Safe and Fast: The ability to reach a therapeutic temperature in the shortest
amount of time combined with the safety of Energy Flow Control translates
to treatments that are only 20 to 30 minutes in length and extremely safe
for the patient.

Who Is a Candidate for BTL Exilis ULTRA™
BTL Exilis ULTRA™ treatment is recommended for any patient between the ages
of 25 and 70+ who desires cosmetic improvement on their face and body. It is ideal
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for treating wrinkles, skin laxity, cellulite and shaping of the face and body. Common
areas of treatment include: the eye area, around the mouth, lips, chin area, jaw line,
décolleté, abdomen, back, arms, hands, legs, butt, knees and ankles.

Advantages of BTL Exilis ULTRA™
• Speed of Treatments: About 20 to 30 minutes per session.
• Optimal, Long-Lasting Results: Typically achieved in two to six sessions over
a period of one to two months.
• Very Well Tolerated: Virtually no pain or patient discomfort.
• Numerous Applications: Highly versatile aesthetic device for body and face
solutions.
• Accessible Treatment: An affordable solution for people of all skin types from all
walks of life.
• Clinical Proof: Numerous research investigations and published clinical studies
validate the safety, effectiveness and consistent outcomes of treatment provided
by a trained professional.

Who Stands Behind BTL Exilis ULTRA™
Founded in 1993, BTL Industries is a privately owned developer and manufacturer
of medical and aesthetic equipment. BTL currently has over 1,050 employees
and direct offices in more than 53 countries.
BTL Aesthetics, a division of BTL, has revolutionized the way to non-invasively
remove adipose tissue. The company currently ranks 2nd among the non-invasive
body shaping and tightening manufacturers globally. BTL Aesthetics’ brands include
BTL Vanquish ME™, BTL Exilis ULTRA™, BTL Cellutone™, and BTL Exilite™.
Treatments are available through a network of licensed physicians and medically
supervised spas. Visit btlaesthetics.com to find a physician for treatment.
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